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AMENDMENTS TO THE CLAIMS

This listing of claims will replace all prior versions, and listings, of claims in the application:

LISTING OF CLAIMS

1. (Currently Amended) A system comprising:
   a first measuring device comprising a first plurality of electroencephalogram (EEG) sensors that detects a first electrical signal from the surface of a first user's head, wherein said first measuring device converts said first electrical signal to a first cognitive parameter measurement data including an unlimited number of numeric values representing various levels of induced cognitive states of said first user; and
   a second measuring device comprising a second plurality of EEG sensors that detects a second electrical signal from the surface of a second user's head, wherein said second measuring device converts said second electrical signal to a second cognitive parameter measurement data including an unlimited number of numeric values representing various levels of induced cognitive states of said second user; and
   a first smart phone device that receives said first cognitive parameter measurement data from said first measuring device; and
   a second smart phone device that receives said second cognitive parameter measurement data from [[the]] said second measuring device; and
   a host server that receives said first cognitive parameter measurement data from [[the]] said first smart phone device and said second cognitive parameter measurement
data from said second smart phone device, wherein said host server transmits said first cognitive parameter measurement data and said second cognitive parameter measurement data to a smart phone display device comprising a graphical processor that receives generates computer graphic images representative of said first cognitive parameter measurement data and said second cognitive parameter measurement data for real time display on a user interface of said smart phone display device; and

a cryptocurrency server that is in communication with said host server, wherein a transfer of cryptocurrency among cryptocurrency public addresses occurs upon a triggering event comprising the following steps at said host server:

receiving two cognitive parameter measurements included in said first cognitive parameter data from said first measuring device and two cognitive parameter measurements included in said second cognitive parameter data from said second measuring device; and

summating said two cognitive parameter measurements from said first measuring device to generate a first summation; and

summating said two cognitive parameter measurements from said second measuring device to generate a second summation; and

determining that said first summation is greater than said second summation; and

transmitting a signal to said cryptocurrency server to process the transfer of cryptocurrency to the public address affiliated with said first user.
2. (Original) The system of claim 1, wherein said host server is in communication with up to and including 99 smart phone devices.

3. (Currently Amended) The system of claim 1, wherein [[the]] said first measuring device and said second measuring device devices and said first smart phone device and said second smart phone device devices are replaced with a virtual reality headset.

4. (Currently Amended) A server apparatus comprising:

   a processor that receives a first cognitive parameter measurement data including an unlimited number of numeric values representing various levels of induced cognitive states of a first user from a first measuring device comprising a first plurality of electroencephalogram (EEG) sensors that detects a first electrical signal from the surface of said first user's head, wherein said processor receives a second cognitive parameter measurement data including an unlimited number of numeric values representing various levels of induced cognitive states of a second user from a second measuring device comprising a second plurality of EEG sensors that detects a second electrical signal from the surface of said second user's head,

   wherein said processor transmits said first cognitive parameter measurement data and said second cognitive parameter measurement data to a graphical processor within a smart phone device that receives generates computer graphic images representative of said first cognitive parameter data and said second cognitive parameter data and transmits
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said first cognitive parameter data and said second cognitive parameter data to a user interface of said smartphone device for real time display on a user interface of said smartphone device; and

a memory that stores said first cognitive parameter measurement data and said second cognitive parameter measurement data; and

a cryptocurrency gateway that transmits a signal to a cryptocurrency server to process a transfer of cryptocurrency among cryptocurrency public addresses upon a triggering event comprising the following steps occurring at said processor:

receiving two cognitive parameter measurements included in said first cognitive parameter data from said first measuring device and two cognitive parameter measurements included in said second cognitive parameter data from said second measuring device; and

summating said two cognitive parameter measurements from said first measuring device to generate a first summation; and

summating said two cognitive parameter measurements from said second measuring device to generate a second summation; and

determining that said first summation is greater than said second summation; and

transmitting a signal to said cryptocurrency gateway to transmit said signal to said cryptocurrency server to process the transfer of cryptocurrency to the public address affiliated with said first user.
5. (Currently Amended) The apparatus of claim 4, wherein [[the]] said processor receives cognitive parameter measurement data from up to and including 99 smart phone devices respectively.

6. (Currently Amended) The apparatus of claim 4, wherein instead of said first measuring device and said second measuring device and said smart phone device, [[the]] said processor is in communication with a virtual reality headset that performs the same functions as said first measuring device and said second measuring device devices and said smart phone device.

7. (Currently Amended) A method comprising:

   receiving a first cognitive parameter measurement data including an unlimited number of numeric values comprising two measurements representing different levels of induced cognitive states of a first user; and

   receiving a second cognitive parameter measurement data including an unlimited number of numeric values comprising two measurements representing different levels of induced cognitive states of a second user; and

   summatint two numeric values measurements from said first cognitive parameter measurement data to generate a first summation; and

   summatint said two numeric values measurements from said second cognitive parameter measurement data to generate a second summation; and
transmitting said first summation and said second summation summations to a graphical processor, wherein said graphical processor transmits said first summation and said second summation to a user interface for display in real time to generate computer graphic images representing said first and second summations; and

transmitting said computer graphic images to a user interface for display in real time; and

determining that said first summation is greater than said second summation; and processing a transfer of cryptocurrency to the public address affiliated with said first user.

8. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 7 further comprising steps of receiving additional cognitive parameter measurement data from up to and including 99 smartphone devices respectively.

9. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 7, wherein [[the]] said graphical processor and said user interface are included in a smartphone device.

10. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 7, wherein [[the]] said graphical processor and said user interface are included in a virtual reality headset.
11. (Original) The method of claim 7, wherein the step of processing a transfer of cryptocurrency is replaced by a step of processing an exchange of fiat currency.
The present application includes claims 1-11. Claims 1-11 were rejected. By this Amendment, claims 1, 3-10 have been amended, claims 2 and 11 have not been amended, and no claims have been cancelled or added.

Claims 1-11 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. §112(b) as being indefinite.


The Applicant now turns to the rejection of claims 1-11 under 35 U.S.C. §112(b) as being indefinite. Claim 1 has been amended. An appropriate correction has been made to clarify the meaning of "a first cognitive parameter measurement data representing various levels of induced cognitive states of said first user." As amended, claim 1 recites "a first cognitive parameter measurement data including an unlimited number of numeric values representing induced cognitive states of said first user". Likewise, an appropriate correction has been made to clarify the meaning of "a second cognitive parameter measurement data representing various levels of induced cognitive states of said second user." As amended, claim 1 recites "a second cognitive parameter measurement data including an unlimited number of numeric values representing induced cognitive states of
said second user". Furthermore, to clarify "the said first smart phone device", an appropriate correction has been made to remove "the". As amended, claim 1 recites "said first smart phone device". Additionally, an appropriate correction has been made to clarify whether "a smart phone device" and "said smart phone device" refer to the first or second smart phone device. As amended, claim 1 recites "a display device" and "said display device" to indicate that the host server transmits the first and second cognitive parameter measurement data sets to any device that includes a user interface, not limited to the first and second smart phone devices. To clarify "a graphical processor that generates computer graphic images representative of said first cognitive parameter measurement data", an appropriate correction has been made. As amended, claim 1 recites "a graphical processor that receives said first cognitive parameter measurement data". To clarify whether "receiving two cognitive parameter measurements" refers to "first cognitive parameter measurement data", an appropriate correction has been made. As amended, claim 1 recites "receiving two cognitive parameter measurements included in said first cognitive parameter data". Likewise, to clarify whether "two cognitive parameter measurements" refers to "second cognitive parameter measurement data", an appropriate correction has been made. As amended, claim 1 recites "two cognitive parameter measurements included in said second cognitive parameter data".

Examiner has noted that issues similar to that of claim 1 appear in claims 4 and 7. Independent claim 4 has been amended in a parallel manner to independent claim 1 with
the same language. Independent claim 7 has been amended in a parallel manner to independent claim 1 with the same language.

Claim 3, depending on claim 1, has been amended in a parallel manner to independent claim 1. The Examiner found "the said first smart phone device" to be unclear in claim 1. In parallel, to clarify "the said first and second measuring devices and first and second smart phone devices" in claim 3, an appropriate correction has been made. As amended, claim 3 recites "wherein said first measuring device and said second measuring device and said first smart phone device and said second smart phone device".

Claims 5-6, depending on claim 4, have been amended in a parallel manner to independent claim 1. The Examiner found "the said first smart phone device" to be unclear in claim 1. In parallel, to clarify "the said processor" in claim 5, an appropriate correction has been made. Claim 5, as amended, recites "said processor". Likewise, to clarify "the said processor" in claim 6, an appropriate correction has been made. Claim 6, as amended, recites "said processor".

Claims, 8-10 depending on claim 7, have likewise been amended in a parallel manner to claim 1. The Examiner noted that it is unclear whether "receiving two cognitive parameter measurements" refers to first cognitive parameter measurement data. In parallel, to clarify the source of "additional cognitive parameter measurement data" in claim 8, appropriate corrections were made. As amended, claim 8 recites "cognitive parameter measurement data from up to and including 99 smart phone devices respectively". The Examiner found "the said first smart phone device" to be unclear in
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claim 1. In parallel, to clarify "the said graphical processor" in claim 9, appropriate corrections were made. As amended, claim 9 recites "said graphical processor". Likewise, to clarify "the said graphical processor" in claim 10, appropriate corrections were made. As amended, claim 10 recites "said graphical processor".

Claim 2, depending on claim 1, and claim 11, depending on claim 7, have not been amended. Claims 2 and 11 do not contain language that is in parallel with independent claim 1.

Consequently, it is respectfully submitted that claims 1-11 are in compliance with 35 U.S.C. §112(b).

The Applicant kindly asks the Examiner to clarify the action item recited by the Examiner as "the final limitation is not ties to any prior limitation in the claim." The Applicant further asks the Examiner whether a teleconference would be permissible to discuss and clarify the action item. Following a clarification by the Examiner, the Applicant will respond accordingly.

The Applicant now turns to the rejection of claims 1-11 under 35 U.S.C. § 102(a)(1) as being anticipated by Abramson. Abramson teaches a cryptocurrency system that checks whether the hash of body activity of a user is within a target range set by the cryptocurrency system. If the hash of the body activity of the user is within the target range, then the cryptocurrency system rehashes data of the body activity [0048]. If the
rehashed data is identical to the hash of the body activity of the user and within the target range [0048], then the cryptocurrency system awards cryptocurrency to the user [0049].

Abramson does not teach calculating cognitive parameter summations from a first user's cognitive parameter measurement data and a second user's cognitive parameter measurement data and initiating a cryptocurrency transfer to the wallet of the user whose cognitive parameter summation is greater. Independent claims 1, 4, and 7 all teach calculating cognitive parameter summations from a first user's cognitive parameter measurement data and a second user's cognitive parameter measurement data and initiating a cryptocurrency transfer to the wallet of the user whose cognitive parameter summation is greater.

As amended, claim 1 recites "summat[ing] said two cognitive parameter measurements from said first measuring device to generate a first summation; and summat[ing] said two cognitive parameter measurements from said second measuring device to generate a second summation; and determin[ing] that said first summation is greater than said second summation; and transmit[ting] a signal to said cryptocurrency server to process the transfer of cryptocurrency to the public address affiliated with said first user." Claim 4, as amended, recites "summat[ing] said two cognitive parameter measurements from said first measuring device to generate a first summation; and summat[ing] said two cognitive parameter measurements from said second measuring device to generate a second summation; and determin[ing] that said first summation is greater than said second summation; and transmit[ting] a signal to said cryptocurrency server to process the transfer of cryptocurrency to the public address affiliated with said first user."
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gateway to transmit said signal to said cryptocurrency server to process the transfer of cryptocurrency to the public address affiliated with said first user". Claim 7, as amended, recites "summatin two numeric values from said first cognitive parameter measurement data to generate a first summation; and summatin said two numeric values from said second cognitive parameter measurement data to generate a second summation" and "determinin that said first summation is greater than said second summation; and procesalin a transfer of cryptocurrency to the public address affiliated with said first user".

Consequentl, the Applicant respectfully submits independent claims 1, 4, and 7 to be free of Abramson and allowable, along with their respective dependent claims 2-3, 5-6, and 8-11.

The Applicant now turns to the rejection of claims 1-11 under 35 U.S.C. § 102(a)(1) as being anticipated by Frank. Frank teaches a first sensor, such as an EEG sensor, that takes measurements to determine an emotion of a user [0967]. Additionally, Frank teaches a graphical user interface where a user interacts with the graphical user interface to participate in activities within a virtual environment [1020] or to consume digital content [1023].

Frank does not teach a graphical processor that receives cognitive parameter measurement data. Frank also does not teach a user interface that displays cognitive parameter measurement data in real time. Independent claims 1, 4, and 7 all teach a
graphical processor that receives cognitive parameter measurement data for real time display on a user interface.

As amended, claim 1 recites "wherein said host server transmits said first cognitive parameter measurement data and said second cognitive parameter measurement data to a display device comprising a graphical processor that receives said first cognitive parameter measurement data and said second cognitive parameter measurement data for real time display on a user interface of said display device." Claim 4, as amended, recites "wherein said processor transmits said first cognitive parameter measurement data and said second cognitive parameter measurement data to a graphical processor within a smart phone device that receives said first cognitive parameter data and said second cognitive parameter data and transmits said first cognitive parameter data and said second cognitive parameter data to a user interface of said smart phone device for real time display". Claim 7, as amended, recites "transmitting said first summation and said second summation to a graphical processor, wherein said graphical processor transmits said first summation and said second summation to a user interface for display in real time".

Consequently, the Applicant respectfully submits independent claims 1, 4, and 7 to be free of Frank and allowable, along with their respective dependent claims 2-3, 5-6, and 8-11.
CONCLUSION

If the Examiner has any questions or the Applicant can be of any assistance, the Examiner is invited and encouraged to contact the Applicant at the number below.

The Commissioner is authorized to charge any necessary fees or credit any overpayment to the Deposit Account of 891, Account No. 891.

Respectfully submitted,

Date: April 15, 2022

PAT, ENT, & WIN
504 E. Pennsylvania Ave.
Champaign, IL 61820

Telephone: 217-333-4444
Facsimile: 217-555-5555
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